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a b s t r a c t
As a piecewise polynomial with a certain smoothness, the spline plays an important
role in computational geometry. The algebraic variety is the most important subject in
classical algebraic geometry. As the zero set ofmultivariate splines, the piecewise algebraic
variety is a generalization of the algebraic variety. In this paper, the correspondence
between piecewise algebraic varieties and spline ideals is discussed. Furthermore, Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz for the piecewise algebraic variety is also studied.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that, according to the classical Weierstrass theorem, any continuous function can be uniformly
approximated by polynomials on a bounded domain. Therefore polynomials play an important role in approximation
theory [1]. Unfortunately, the global property of polynomials is so strong that a polynomial can be determined solely by
its properties on a neighborhood of a given point in the domain. However, splines, as piecewise polynomials, can be used to
approximate any continuous, smooth, and even discontinuous functionwithin any given tolerance [2]. Moreover, splines are
easy to store, to evaluate, and tomanipulate on digital computers. Splines have become fundamental tools of computational
geometry, geometric modeling, numerical analysis, approximation theory, optimization, etc. [3–7,2]. Of central importance,
perhaps, are univariate B-splines (or basic splines) first studied in some detail by Schoenberg in 1946 [8].
In 1975, Wang [5] pioneered the use of algebraic geometry in studying the theory of multivariate splines and discovered
the fundamental theorem (Theorem 2.1) of multivariate splines, called the smoothing cofactor-conformality method. In a
series of papers [9–12], Billera and Rose used the methods of homological and commutative algebra to study the algebraic
properties and dimension of multivariate spline space, and the approach was further developed by Stiller, Schenck and
Stillman [13–17]. Recently, Plaumann [4] studied the positivity of C0 splines over a simplicial complex with the potential
for application in optimization.
The algebraic variety, as the most important subject in classical algebraic geometry [18–21], is defined to be the
intersections of hypersurfaces represented by multivariate polynomials. Because the objects are mainly represented by
piecewise polynomials (splines), the piecewise algebraic variety defined as the intersection of surfaces represented by
multivariate splines is a new topic in algebraic geometry and computational geometry. Moreover, studying the algebraic
and geometric properties of the piecewise algebraic varieties is also important both in theory and in practice. For the recent
researches on piecewise algebraic varieties, we refer the reader to [2,22–31].
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the basic algebro-geometric properties of spline ideals and piecewise algebraic
varieties. In Section 2, we recall the smoothing cofactor-conformality method and some algebraic properties of multivariate
splines. Next, piecewise algebraic varieties are presented in Section 3, followed by spline ideals and their properties in
Section 4. Finally, the correspondence between piecewise algebraic varieties and spline ideals is studied in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.
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2. Multivariate spline space
Let An := {(a1, . . . , an)|ai ∈ k, i = 1, . . . , n} be an n-dimensional affine space over an algebraically closed field k, and
D ⊂ An be a simply connected domain. A finite number of hyperplanes can be used to form a partition∆ on D ⊂ An. Then D
is divided into a finite number of cells, δ1, . . . , δT . The boundary of each cell is called the face of∆. Without loss of generality,
we assume that D is a polyhedron in kn. This means that ∆ is a pure, hereditary polyhedral complex [32] and its cells are
facets of ∆. The (n − 1)-dimensional faces of ∆, S1, . . . , SE , are called the edges. Let li = 0 be the equation of the affine
hyperplane containing Si. The zero-dimensional faces, V1, . . . , VQ , are called vertices of∆. If the face lies on the boundary of
D, then it is called the boundary face; otherwise it is called an interior face.
Denote by Pd(∆) the collection of piecewise polynomials of degree at most d
Pd(∆) := {p|pi = p|δi ∈ Pd, i = 1, 2, . . . , T },
where Pd is the space of n-variable polynomials of degree at most d. For an integer 0 ≤ µ < d, we say that
Sµd (∆) := {s|s ∈ Cµ(D) ∩ Pd(∆)}
is amultivariate spline spacewith smoothnessµ and total degree d over∆. By using Bezout’s theorem in algebraic geometry,
Wang [5] discovered the following fundamental theorem on multivariate splines (for convenience, we consider bivariate
spline space here).
Theorem 2.1 ([5]). s ∈ Sµd (∆) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) For each interior edge of ∆, which is defined by Si : li = 0, there exists the so-called smoothing cofactor qi such that
si1 − si2 = lµ+1i qi,
where the polynomials si1, si2 are determined by the restriction of s on the two cells δi1 and δi2 with Si as the common edge
and qi ∈ Pα−(µ+1), α = max{deg(si1), deg(si2)}.
(2) For any interior vertex Vj of ∆, the following conformality conditions are satisfied−
[l(j)i ]µ+1q(j)i ≡ 0,
where the sum runs over all the interior edges S(j)i : l(j)i = 0 passing through Vj, and the signs of the smoothing cofactors q(j)i
are fixed in such a way that when a point crosses S(j)j from δi2 to δi1, it goes around Vj in a counterclockwise manner.
More details about theory of multivariate splines using the smoothing cofactor-conformality method can be found in
[5–7]. Billera andRose [9–12,33] extended thismethod byusing homological and commutative algebra to study the algebraic
properties and dimension of Sµd (∆), and the approach was further developed by Stiller, Schenck and Stillman [13–17].
The space
Sµ(∆) = {s|s ∈ Cµ(D) ∩ P(∆)}
is called the multivariate spline space with smoothness µ over ∆, where P(∆) is the collection of piecewise polynomials
over∆. Obviously, Sµd (∆) is the subset of s ∈ Sµ(∆) such that the restriction of s to each cell in∆ is a polynomial of degree
d or less. In fact, Sµ(∆) is a Nötherian ring [7,2]. Obviously, the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] is a subset of Sµ(∆), and it is









δ = 0,∀c ∈ C, gi ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], i = 1, . . . , E

,
whereC denotes the set of cycles in thedual graphG∆ of∆. [32,33] presented the following algebraicmeaning of Theorem2.1
by considering a module Bµ(∆) built out of syzygies on the lµ+1i .
Theorem 2.2 ([32,33]).
(1) Sµ(∆) has the structure of a module over the ring k[x1, . . . , xn].
(2) Sµd (∆) is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of S
µ(∆).
(3) Sµ(∆) is isomorphic to Bµ(∆)

k[x1, . . . , xn] as a k[x1, . . . , xn]-module.
(4) If G∆ is a tree (i.e., a connected graph with no cycles), then Sµ(∆) is a free module for all µ ≥ 0.
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ Q , there is a unique function Xi ∈ S01(∆) such that
Xi(Vj) =

1, i = j,
0, i ≠ j.
The Xi are called Courant functions of ∆. The face ring of ∆, denoted as k[∆], is defined as the quotient ring k[∆] =
k[x1, . . . , xn]/I∆, where I∆ is the ideal generated by square-free monomials not supported by faces of∆. Billera [10] showed
that in fact S0(∆) equals the algebra generated by the Courant functions over k.
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Theorem 2.3 ([10]). As k-algebras,
S0(∆) ∼= k[∆]/⟨x1 + · · · + xQ − 1⟩.
Following Sturmfels [34], in fact, I∆ is the famous Stanley–Reisner ideal in combinatorics if ∆ is a triangulation of D (which
means that each cell of ∆ is a simplex). Moreover, I∆ is the radical of the initial ideal of toric ideals generated by a subset
of vertices of∆ (see [34, Chap 8] for details). This is more interesting for studying the correspondence between splines and
geometric combinatorics.
3. The piecewise algebraic variety
Definition 3.1 ([7]). Let∆ be a partition of region D. Suppose F is a subset of Sµ(∆). Then the set
X = Z(F) := {x ∈ D|f (x) = 0,∀f ∈ F} (1)
is called a Cµ piecewise algebraic variety (PAV for short) over∆.
If f ∈ Sµ(∆) and X = Z(f ), then X is called a Cµ piecewise hypersurface. The following table shows the relationship of
algebraic varieties and PAVs.
Polynomials
zero set−−−−→ Algebraic Varietypiecewise piecewise
Splines
zero set−−−−→ Piecewise Algebraic Variety
Studying PAVs is very important both in theory and in application. As a special case, the one-dimensional piecewise
hypersurface is called a Cµ piecewise algebraic curve (PAC for short). The authors studied the Nöther-type theorem for C0
PACs [25,29,30] and showed the application to the bivariate spline interpolation problem in [28]. In fact,most of themethods
used in studying algebraic varieties cannot be used to study the PAVs since the spline ring Sµ(∆) is not the integral domain.
Therefore, it is hard to study the PAVs. In recent years, Wang et al. have studied PAVs intensively [35,2,22–31]. We present
some results here without proofs.
The Zariski topology on ∆ is defined to be the topology whose closed sets are PAVs. For any PAV V ⊂ D, the Zariski
topology on V is defined to be the subspace topology induced on V as a subset of D. From [7,24], it is a Nötherian topology,
that is, any irreducible descent closed set sequence X1 ⊃ X2 ⊃ · · · is finite.
Definition 3.2. If a nonempty Cµ PAV V is expressed as the union of two nonempty proper PAVs V1 and V2, then V is called
reducible; otherwise it is called irreducible.
Theorem 3.1 ([7,24]).
(1) Each Cµ PAV can be expressed as the union of a finite number of irreducible Cµ PAVs.
(2) If V ,W ⊂ D are two Cµ PAVs over ∆, then so are V ∩W and V ∪W.
Definition 3.3. The dimension of a PAV V is defined as
dim(V ) := max
1≤i≤T
dim(V ∩ δi), (2)
where V ∩ δi is the Zariski closure of V ∩ δi in the sense of the algebraic variety and dim(V ∩ δi) is the dimension of the
algebraic variety V ∩ δi.
For example, if V consists of a finite number of points, then dim(V ) = 0. For the topological space, the Krull dimension of V
is the supremum of all integers m such that there exists a chain V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vm of distinct irreducible closed subsets
of V , denoted by kr(X).
Theorem 3.2 ([24]). Suppose V is a Cµ PAV. Then dim(V ) = kr(V ).
In algebraic geometry, the hypersurfaceZ(f ) is an (n−1)-dimensional algebraic variety for polynomial f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn].
But this may not hold for a piecewise hypersurface f ∈ Sµ(∆) because of the probability of Z(f |δi) ∩ δi = ∅ for all
i = 1, . . . , T . So it does not make sense to define the piecewise hypersurface as the codimension 1 PAV. This explains
in some sense why the PAV is a generalization of the algebraic variety.
4. Spline ideals
Definition 4.1. A subset I of Sµ(∆) is a spline ideal if it satisfies:
(1) 0 ∈ I .
(2) If f , g ∈ I , then f + g ∈ I .
(3) If f ∈ I and h ∈ Sµ(∆), then hf ∈ I .
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Corollary 4.1 ([24]). Suppose that f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Sµ(∆). Then the set




hifi|∀h1, . . . , hr ∈ Sµ(∆)

is a spline ideal of Sµ(∆), and it is called generated by f1, f2, . . . , fr .
Unfortunately, the spline ring Sµ(∆) is not an integral domain for arbitrary µ and ∆, i.e., there exist nonzero splines
f , g ∈ Sµ(∆) such that fg = 0. This is the main reason why most of the methods used in studying polynomial ideals and
algebraic varieties cannot be used to study the piecewise cases. Using the algebraic method and noticing that Sµ(∆) is a
Nötherian ring, we see that each spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆) is finitely generated [24], which is called the Hilbert basis theorem
for multivariate spline space.
Theorem 4.1 ([24]). Every spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆) has a finite generating set. That is, I = ⟨f1, f2, . . . , fr⟩ for some f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈
Sµ(∆).
If I is a spline ideal of Sµ(∆) generated by the finite spline set F , thenZ(F) = Z(I). It follows thatZ(I) can be expressed
as the common zeros of the finite generating set of F and the following result can be deduced using Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2 ([24]). The set V ⊂ D is a Cµ PAV over ∆ if and only if there exist finite number of splines f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Sµ(∆)
such that
V = Z(f1, f2, . . . , fr) = {x ∈ D|fi(x) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r}. (3)
By Theorem 4.1, each ideal of Sµ(∆) is finitely generated, I = ⟨f1, f2, . . . , fr⟩. Hence, each PAV can be defined as
Z(I) = Z(f1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(fr), which means that each PAV is the intersection of a finite number of piecewise hypersurfaces.
Definition 4.2 ([7,24]). A spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆) is prime if whenever f , g ∈ Sµ(∆) and fg ∈ I , then either f ∈ I or g ∈ I .
Moreover, I is calledmaximal if I ≠ Sµ(∆) and any ideal J ⊂ Sµ(∆) containing I is such that either I = J or J = Sµ(∆).
Select any cell of ∆ as the source cell. Then a flow curve
−→
C of ∆ can be obtained as shown in [7], which starts from the
source cell and goes through all other cells of∆. The interior edge Sj passed through by
−→
C is called an essential interior edge
with respect to
−→
C and denoted by fr(Sj), the frontier of Sj in the flow
−→
C . Let x be the n-indeterminate (x1, . . . , xn) and






lj(x)µ+1, x ∈ fr(Sj).
0, x ∈ ∆ \ fr(Sj).
The structure of the maximal spline ideal was obtained in [24,31].
Theorem 4.2 ([24,31]). Let
−→
C be a flow of ∆, δi (i ∈ {1, . . . , T }) be the source cell, and lj(x) = 0 be equations for the
essential interior edges Sj, j = 1, . . . , r, with respect to−→C . Then the spline ideal I of Sµ(∆) is maximal if and only if there exists
t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ δi such that
I = ⟨x1 − t1, . . . , xn − tn, l1(x)µ+1+ , . . . , lr(x)µ+1+ ⟩.
Suppose that f ∈ Sµ(∆) and the exponent vector m = (m1, . . . ,mT ) ∈ ZT>, where mi are positive integers. Then
fm ∈ P(∆), where fm|δi = (f |δi)mi , i = 1, . . . , T . Obviously, fm may not be a spline of Sµ(∆) for eachm ∈ ZT>, since it may
not satisfy the conditions of smoothing cofactor-conformality in Theorem 2.1.
Definition 4.3. A spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆) is radical if there exists an exponent vectorm ∈ ZT> such that fm ∈ I implies f ∈ I .
Definition 4.4. Let I ⊂ Sµ(∆) be a spline ideal. The radical of I is defined as the set




The following lemma was presented in [28], which is useful for studying the radical of the spline ideal.
Lemma 4.1 ([28]). If splines f , g ∈ Sµ(∆) and the piecewise polynomial h ∈ P(∆) satisfy f = gh, then h ∈ Sµ(∆).
Lemma 4.2. If I ⊂ Sµ(∆) is a spline ideal, then I ⊂ √I and√I =
√
I .
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Proof. Since f ∈ I implies f (1,...,1) ∈ I , f ∈ √I by Definition 4.4, which means that I ⊂ √I and√I ⊂
√
I . Suppose that
f ∈
√
I . Then there exists an exponent vectorm ∈ ZT> such that fm ∈
√
I by Definition 4.4. In the same way, (fm)n ∈ I
for some exponent vector n ∈ ZT>. Suppose that q = m · n = (m1n1, . . . ,mTnT ), which means that f q ∈ I and q ∈ ZT>.
Therefore f ∈ √I . This yields
√
I ⊂ √I and proves that√I =
√
I . 
The following theorem shows that the radical of the spline ideal is radical too. We sketch the proof here and the details
can be found in [31].
Theorem 4.3. If I ⊂ Sµ(∆) is a spline ideal, then√I is a radical spline ideal.
Proof. Suppose that f , g ∈ √I . Then there exist two exponent vectors m,n ∈ ZT> such that fm, gn ∈ I . Suppose thats = max{m1, . . . ,mT , n1, . . . , nT }, s = 2s, and the exponent vector s = (s, . . . , s) ∈ ZT>, where m = (m1, . . . ,mT ),n =
(n1, . . . , nT ). For cell δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T , we have




where the C js are binomial coefficients. It follows that
























where j = (j, . . . , j) ∈ ZT> and
f j = fmf j−m, j =s, . . . , s,
gs−j = gngs−j−n, j = 0, . . . ,s− 1.
Clearly, fm, gn ∈ I ⊂ Sµ(∆), f j ∈ Sµ(∆) for j =s, . . . , s, and gs−j ∈ Sµ(∆) for j = 0, . . . ,s. We get f j−m, gs−j−n ∈ Sµ(∆)








s{fmf j−m}gs−j ∈ I, (5)
and (f + g)s ∈ I , which means that f + g ∈ √I . Furthermore, suppose that f ∈ I and h ∈ Sµ(∆). Then fm ∈ I for
some exponent vector q ∈ ZT>. Suppose that s = max{q1, . . . , qT } and s = (s, . . . , s) ∈ ZT>. Then f s−m ∈ Sµ(∆) since
f s = f s−mfm ∈ Sµ(∆). It follows that
(h · f )s = hsf s = hsf s−mfm ∈ I
since I is a spline ideal and fm ∈ I, hs ∈ Sµ(∆). Hence h · f ∈ √I . This proves that√I is a spline ideal in Sµ(∆) and the proof
is completed by Lemma 4.2. 
5. The correspondence between spline ideals and PAVs
The correspondence of spline ideals and PAVs is studied in this section, including Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for splines,
which is a fundamental result identifying the spline ideals corresponding to PAVs.
Let V be a Cµ PAV over∆. Then the set
I(V ) := {f ∈ Sµ(∆)|f (x) = 0,∀x ∈ V } (6)
yields a spline ideal of Sµ(∆) and is called the spline ideal of V [24]. The following result shows the correspondence of spline
ideals and PAVs in some sense [7,24].
Theorem 5.1 ([7,24]).
(1) A maximal spline ideal of Sµ(∆) is prime.
(2) Let V ⊂ D be a Cµ PAV. Then V is irreducible if and only if I(V ) is a prime spline ideal of Sµ(∆).
(3) A maximal spline ideal of Sµ(∆) corresponds to a minimal irreducible closed subset of the Cµ PAV.
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By Corollary 4.2, V is a PAV if there exists some spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆) such that V = Z(I). On the other hand, I(V ) is a
spline ideal of Sµ(∆) if V is a PAV. These give the correspondence between spline ideals and PAVs as
Spline ideal −−−−→ PAV −−−−→ Spline ideal
I −−−−→ Z(I) −−−−→ I(Z(I))
Corollary 5.1. (1) The map Z: Spline ideals→ PAVs is surjective.
(2) The map I: PAVs→ Spline ideals is injective.
Proof. (1) By Corollary 4.2, each PAV is determined by a spline ideal, which means that the map Z is surjective. It is clear
that two different spline ideals, like polynomial ideals, can determine the same PAV. This shows that the mapZ is not a
bijection.
(2) Obviously, for each PAV V , we have Z(I(V )) = V . If V1, V2 are two PAVs such that I(V1) = I(V2), then
V1 = Z(I(V1)) = Z(I(V2)) = V2,
which means that the map I is injective. 
By the local property of splines, we see that I(∅) = Sµ(∆) does not hold and Z(I) may be empty although I ( Sµ(∆),
which is the main difference between polynomial ideals and spline ideals. Therefore, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for classical
algebraic geometry does not hold for Sµ(∆). A natural question for spline ideals and PAVs arises: that of, for the splines
f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Sµ(∆), whether
⟨f1, f2, . . . , fr⟩ = I(Z(f1, . . . , fr)). (7)
Unfortunately, the answer is not always positive. The following two corollaries give a preliminary answer for this question
[31].
Corollary 5.2 ([31]). Let V be a PAV. For f ∈ Sµ(∆), if fm ∈ I(V ), then f ∈ I(V ), wherem ∈ ZT>. Moreover, I(V ) is a radical
spline ideal.
Corollary 5.3 ([31]). If the splines f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Sµ(∆) and a spline ideal I ⊂ Sµ(∆), then:




Although using the above corollaries and the definition of the PAV may not lead to the conclusion that I(Z(f1, . . . , fr))
equals ⟨f1, . . . , fr⟩, the ideal of a PAV contains enough information for determining the PAV uniquely, which can be proved
using elementary algebraic geometry.
Proposition 5.1 ([31]). If V ,W ⊂ D are two Cµ PAVs over ∆, then:
(1) V ⊂ W if and only if I(V ) ⊃ I(W );
(2) V = W if and only if I(V ) = I(W ).
It is known that the properties of splines (such as dimension and Bezout number) not only depend on the topological
properties of the partition, but also sometimes depend on the geometric properties of the partition [7,2]. Then the problem
(7) is not easy to solve. For some special cases, we can answer this question in some sense.





I ⊂ I(Z(I)) by Corollary 5.3. Suppose that g ∈ I(Z(I)); then g|δi ∈ I(Z(f |δi)) for i = 1, . . . , T . By
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for algebraic varieties [18–20], for every i ∈ {1, . . . , T }, there exists a positive integer ri such that
g |riδi = f |δi ·h|δi , where h|δi is a polynomial. Then we have gr = fh, where r = (r1, . . . , rT ) ∈ ZT>, h ∈ P(∆). There must existr = r +r,r ∈ ZT> such that gr ∈ Sµ(∆) and gr = fh, whereh ∈ P(∆) (the vectorr = (r, . . . , r) satisfies this condition,
where r = max{r1, . . . , rT }). By Lemma 4.1, we haveh ∈ Sµ(∆), which means that g ∈ √I and√I = I(Z(I)). 
Definition 5.1. Suppose that f , g ∈ P(∆). If two polynomials fi = f |δi and gi = g|δi have no non-constant common factors
for all i ∈ {i = 1, . . . , T }, we say that they have no local common factors.
We consider the two-dimensional problem and suppose that n = 2 in the rest of the paper. Let∆O be the partition with
only one interior vertex O and∆c be the cross-cut partition consisting of finite straight lines, which are called cross-cut lines.
The edge segments of the partition starting from the interior vertices and ending on the boundary vertices are called rays.
A partition is said to be a quasi-cross-cut partition if each interior edge is either a part of a cross-cut line or a part of a ray,
denoted by∆qc . Let partition∆ be one of∆O,∆c , and∆qc in the rest of the paper. The following Nöther-type theorem shows
a fundamental result for PACs.
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Theorem 5.3 ([25,28–30]). Let l,m, r be natural numbers. Suppose that the splines f ∈ Sµl (∆), g ∈ Sµm(∆), h ∈ Sµr (∆) are
such that f , g have no local common factors. If two PACsZ(f ),Z(g)meet exactly at mlT distinct points and the PAC Z(h) passes
through these mlT distinct points, then
h = uf + vg,
where u ∈ Sµr−l(∆), v ∈ Sµr−m(∆).
Let deg(f ) = max{deg(f |δi)|i = 1, . . . , T } be the degree of f ∈ Sµ(∆). By Theorem 5.3, we get the following Hilbert
Nullstellensatz for PACs directly.
Theorem 5.4 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz). Suppose that the splines f1, f2 ∈ Sµ(∆) have no local common factors, and are such
that two PACsZ(f1),Z(f2)meet exactly at deg(f1) deg(f2)T distinct points and ideal I = ⟨f1, f2⟩. Then f ∈ I(Z(I)) if and only if
f ∈ I . Moreover, in this sense, I = I(Z(I)).
Theorem 5.5 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz). Suppose that the splines f1, f2 ∈ Sµ(∆), Z(f1|δi , f2|δi) ≠ ∅,Z(f1|δi , f2|δi) ⊂ δi for all





I ⊂ I(Z(I)) by Corollary 5.3. Suppose g ∈ I(Z(I)); then g|δi ∈ I(Z(f1|δi , f2|δi)) for i = 1, . . . , T . By
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz [18–20], for every i ∈ {1, . . . , T } there exists some positive integer ri such that g |riδi = f1|δi · h1|δi +
f2|δi ·h2|δi , where h1|δi , h2|δi are polynomials on cell δi. Thenwehave gr = f1h1+f2h2, where r = (r1, . . . , rT ) ∈ ZT>, h ∈ P(∆).
Theremust existr = r+r,r ∈ ZT>, such that gr ∈ Sµ(∆) and gr = f1h1+f2h2, where h1, h2 ∈ P(∆) (the vectorr = (r, . . . , r)
satisfies this condition, where r = max{r1, . . . , rT }). By Theorem 5.6, we have gr ∈ I , which means that g ∈ √I and√
I = I(Z(I)). 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that f , g ∈ Sµ(∆) and I = ⟨f , g⟩. If Z(f , g) has no points lying on the interior edges and hm = af + bg,
wherem ∈ ZT>, a, b ∈ P(∆), then hm ∈ I . In this sense, there exist splines u, v ∈ Sµ(∆) such that hm = uf + vg.
Proof. The assumption of the theorem gives the relation hm = af + bg . From the proof of Theorem 5.3 presented in [25,
28–30], we get hm = uf + vg in the same way, where u, v ∈ Sµ(∆). We omit the details of the proof here. 
6. Conclusions
As the zero set of multivariate splines, the PAV is a new topic in algebraic geometry and computational geometry.
Studying the algebraic and geometric properties of the PAVs is also important both in theory and in practice. In this paper,
the correspondence between PAVs and spline ideals is studied. Furthermore, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for the PAV is also
discussed. The Nöther-type theorem for an arbitrary partition and how to compute the dimension for a PAV remain open
problems. We will study these two problems and algebraic and geometric properties of PAVs in future.
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